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from single yeast clones in droplet picoreactors†
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The search for new antibodies is a major field of pharmaceutical research that remains lengthy and costly

due to the need for successive library screenings. Existing in vitro and in vivo antibody discovery processes

require that libraries are repeatedly subcloned to switch the antibody format or the secretory host, a

resource-intensive process. There is an urgent need for an antibody identification platform capable of

screening large antibody libraries in their final soluble format. Previous attempts to develop such a platform

have struggled to combine large antibody libraries with screening of high specificity, while retaining

sufficient library diversity coverage (ability to detect rare events). Here, we describe a new antibody

screening platform based on the encapsulation of antibody secreting yeast cells into picoreactor droplets.

We developed and optimized a Yarrowia lipolytica yeast strain capable of growing and secreting full-length

human IgGs in picoreactors, and applied a microfluidics-based high-throughput screening approach to sort

and recover target-specific antibody-secreting yeasts. Critically, the direct recovery of secretory yeasts

allows for downstream screening and antibody characterization, without the need to reformat or subclone

the coding sequences. We successfully increased the diversity coverage of sorting the antibody library

without compromising sorting specificity by developing a new fluorescence signal processing

methodology. By combining this drastically enhanced sorting efficiency with the high-throughput capability

of droplet microfluidics, and the rapid growth of Y. lipolytica, our new platform is capable of screening

millions of antibodies per day and enriching for target-specific ones in 4 days. This platform will enable the

efficient screening of antibody libraries in a variety of contexts, including primary screening of synthetic

libraries, affinity maturation, and identification of multi-specific or cross-reactive antibodies.

Introduction

Over the past decades, the identification of new monoclonal
antibodies has become a major field of research in the
pharmaceutical industry1–3 due to their strong therapeutic
potential for various diseases.4 However, the process of
antibody discovery remains lengthy and costly because of
multiple selection steps, which do not systematically lead to
the identification of potential pharmaceuticals.

The usual in vitro antibody discovery process includes
successive screenings of immune or synthetic libraries,
starting with a selection based on display technologies (e.g.,
phage display, yeast display).5,6 These technologies enable the

rapid testing of deep libraries but must be formatted as
displayable antibody fragments such as single-chain variable-
fragment (scFv) or fragment antigen-binding (Fab) to be
produced and displayed efficiently by non-mammalian cells.
After this first selection, the sequences of the binder antibody
fragments need to be recovered, as DNA fragments or by
sequencing, to be reformatted as full-length immunoglobulin
(IgG).5–7 This smaller IgGs library can then be secreted by
mammalian cells to perform characterization or secondary
screenings based on the antibody functionality. In the case of
single B cell screening, the first selection step can be
performed directly with full-length IgG, but the reformatting
step is still required to change the mouse antibody backbone
to a human one, and because B cells cannot be grown
efficiently after screening. In these processes, the reformatting
step is time-consuming and subject to yield variation.

More importantly, none of these methods can be used to
perform functional assays on soluble agonistic antibodies, as
the latter must be in the final secreted IgG format to be fully
functional. Recent studies have shown that more affine
antibodies are not necessarily more functional,
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demonstrating the value of performing an initial functional
assay as early in the process as possible, before investing
significant resources in reformatting or producing binder
antibodies.8–10 Thus, there is a need for a high-throughput
platform for the primary screening of secreted full-length
IgGs, allowing a selection as closely as possible to the final
antibody format and the immediate availability of the
secretory cells for further antibody characterization (e.g.,
ELISA, SPR, functional assay, …).

The greatest challenge of antibody library screening is to
maintain the genotype–phenotype linkage during and after
the selection process. Display technologies manage to keep
the linkage at high throughputs, while secretion-based
technologies rely on clonal isolation and sequestration,
generally restricted to the use of multiple microwell plates or
commercial devices with a few thousand nanowells.11

However, recent advances in droplet microfluidics opened
the way to gathering confined environments and high-
throughput screening into one single technology.12 Several
in-droplet immunoassays have been developed during the
past decade to screen antibody-secreting mammalian
cells,13–15 hybridomas,16–20 or B lymphocytes.19,21 Although
they have demonstrated their ability to isolate specific and
even functional IgGs, these screening platforms are limited
by the cell types they rely one. B lymphocytes cannot be
grown after sorting, which requires the recovery of antibody
sequences before further characterization; the production of
a hybridoma library takes several months and cannot cover
the diversity of the original immune library; and the
transfectability of mammalian cells is too low to generate
primary libraries as diverse as other synthetic libraries.5,6,22,23

Due to their robustness, fast growth, and engineerability,
yeasts are emerging as promising alternatives to replace
mammalian cells in a droplet-based antibody screening
platform.24 Their good transformability allows the generation
of relatively large gene libraries, which can be further
enriched by yeast mating.25 Furthermore, yeasts are already
established in the antibody discovery process5,6,23 and are
known to be efficient hosts for producing complex
molecules,26,27 including full-length IgGs.28–30 Some have
even developed a switchable yeast-based system for IgG
display and secretion, allowing rapid binding screening with
the displayed format followed by characterization of the
secreted antibodies in wells.25,31,32

Several attempts were performed to use yeasts as secretory
cells for droplet-based high-throughput screening. These
studies used yeasts to secrete enzymes,33 interleukins,34 and
even antibodies.35 From an antibody screening perspective,
the study of Fang et al. was promising, but inherent
limitations in the gel droplet technology (e.g., polydisperse
drop size, drop-to-drop antibody contamination, low
encapsulation yield) led to numerous false positives and poor
diversity coverage, making the process unreliable for deep
library screening. These limitations shall be overcome by the
rational generation of droplet emulsions coupled with direct
droplet reading and sorting.

Herein, we report a novel approach for the high-
throughput screening of secreted full-length human IgGs
based on encapsulating secretory yeasts in picoliter reactors.
To this end, the yeast Yarrowia lipolytica was chosen as
chassis because of its great bioproduction and secretion
abilities36–39 and its capability to grow in picoreactors.33 In
this study, we describe the engineering of Y. lipolytica to
achieve full-length human IgG secretion. It includes a deep
screening of secretion signal peptides to build a robust
antibody expression cassette and investigating several strain
optimizations to increase antibody production. Then,
building on prior work,21,40 we present an in-drop high-
throughput immunoassay demonstrating the first efficient
identification and enrichment of antibody-secreting yeasts.
Finally, we validate the recovery of sorted yeasts for further
antibody production and characterization, with no need for
antibody reformatting.

Materials and methods
Vector and strain construction

Vector construction. Main strains and vectors used in this
work are listed in Tables S1 and S2.† The E. coli DH5α strain
was used for plasmid propagation. Restriction enzymes and
T4 DNA ligase were obtained from New England Biolabs
(NEB, MA, USA). PCR amplifications were performed using
an Applied Biosystems 2720 Thermal Cycler, with Q5 High-
Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) for amplification purposes
and with GoTaq DNA Polymerase (Promega, WI, USA) for
construction verification. Restriction enzymes, ligase, and
DNA polymerases were used in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations. Plasmids were isolated
using a NucleoSpin Plasmid EasyPure Kit (Macherey-Nagel,
Duren, Germany). DNA sequencing was carried out by
Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). Snapgene software
was used for DNA sequence analysis and design. The vectors
were constructed according to the Golden Gate assembly
strategy (Fig. S1†), exploiting BsaI overhangs and GGA
toolbox, as described by Larroude et al., 2019.41

Construction of a destination vector for the IgG expression
cassette. A DNA fragment containing the constant sequence
of the human IgG1 HC and the constant sequence of the
human kappa LC was synthesized at GeneArt. The CH and
CL sequences ended with the terminators tLIP2 and tXPR2,
respectively. CH and CL were separated by the cloning
reporter gene AmilCP (iGEM Parts Registry: BBa_K2669002)
surrounded by BsaI restriction sites for later insertion of IgG
variable sequences. This DNA fragment was cloned into the
destination vector GGE114 to create GGE429 (Fig. S1a†).

Construction of IgG expression cassettes with various
signal peptides (SP). A DNA fragment containing the variable
sequences of the IgG OKT3 was synthesized at GeneArt. The
VH and VL sequences were separated by the cloning reporter
gene RFP (identical to RFP in GGE114). This DNA fragment
was cloned into GGE429 to create GGE431 (Fig. S1b†). DNA
fragments coding for one SP among SP1 to 10, SSAF, SSLP,
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and SSAEP were synthesized at GeneArt. Each SP coding
sequence was synthesized in two versions: one for the HC (H-
SP) and one for the LC (L-SP). 169 IgG expression cassettes
were assembled in 13 independent reactions by mixing (for
each reaction) GGE431 with an equimolar mix of the 13 H-
SPs, one of the 13 L-SPs, and JME4889 (pEYK) (Fig. S1c†). For
each of the 13 reactions, 96 transformants were picked and
colony PCR were performed on the IgG expression cassette.
PCR products were sequenced in order to identify one good
transformant for each of the 169 final vectors.

Construction of IgG expression cassettes with various
variable sequences. For the 12 best SPs combinations, the
vector region containing pEYK surrounded by the SPs was
amplified by PCR and sub-cloned into the pCR-Blunt II-
TOPO vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). DNA
fragments were synthesized at GeneArt containing the
variable sequences of one anti-TNP IgG, the anti-CD3 IgG
UCHT1, the anti-CD3 Fab of teplizumab, the anti-CD3 Fab
of blinatumomab, and the anti-CD86 IgG FUN1. These
fragments were cloned into GGE429 with each of the 12
SPs combinations to build a final set of 60 antibody
expression cassettes.

Removal of OKT3's glycosylation sites and free cysteine by
mutating the expression cassettes. The following
nomenclature uses the first nucleotide of mature OKT3 light
chain (OKT3-LC) and heavy chain (OKT3-HC) as the counting
origin, regardless of the SP sequence. The glycosylation sites
in VL and the free cysteine in VH were removed in the
original synthesized gene fragment by introducing the
following mutations: OKT3_L: c.316_317delinsAA; OKT3_H:
c.314G>C. The glycosylation site in CH was removed in
GGE429 by introducing the following mutation: OKT3_H:
c.895_896delinsGC. The mutations were performed with the
Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (NEB). Five IgG expression
cassettes were constructed by assembling original or mutated
fragments with GGE468 (SP4-pEYK-SP1).

Construction of chaperones expression cassettes. ylPDI,
huPDI, ERO1, BiP, HAC1, and SLS1 coding DNA sequences
(Vidal, unpublished) were cloned with GGE0146 (Y.
lipolytica's promoter TEF-4UASxpr2) and GGE20 (terminator
tLip2) into GGE448 (LYS5 destination vector).

Construction of a YFP expression cassette. A YFP
expression cassette was constructed by assembling GGE20
(terminator tLip2), GGE146 (promoter TEF-4UASxpr2) and
GGE270 (YFP coding sequence) into GGE448 (LYS5
destination vector).

Construction of Y. lipolytica strains. The chemically
competent Y. lipolytica strains were prepared and
transformed with a Frozen-EZ Yeast Transformation II kit
(Zymo Research, CA, USA). Competent cells were prepared
following the kit specifications and slowly frozen to −80 °C
using a cell freezing container. Transformations were
performed with 500 ng of DNA following the kit
specifications, and 200 μL of transformed cells were spread
onto plates of yeast nitrogen base (YNB) medium
complemented with 0.1 g L−1 of uracil or 0.8 g L−1 of lysine

according to the auxotrophic marker used. The vectors were
beforehand digested by NotI to release integration cassettes
prior to transformation. The micro-scale protocol of this kit
was adapted to perform yeast transformations with the 142
vectors containing the library of SPs combinations and the 60
plasmids containing the library of antibodies. Competent
yeasts were thawed at room temperature, and 30 μL of cells
was distributed into the wells of 96-well PCR plates. Three
microliters of the respective plasmid and 280 μL of EZ 3
solution were added to each well. The transformation was
continued following the kit specifications.

Deletion of MHY1 in Y. lipolytica. The Y. lipolytica's gene
MHY1 (YALI1_B28150g) was deleted with CRISPR-Cas9
according to the method described by Larroude et al.42 The
following oligonucleotides were used to clone the targeting
sequence of the single guide RNA: 5′-TTCGATTCCGGGTCGG
CGCAGGTTGggcgacagcatgtaaatgggGTTTTA-3′; 5′-GCTCTAAAA
CcccatttacatgctgtcgccCAACCTGCGCCGACCCGGAAT-3′.
Lowercase letters correspond to the targeting sequence. After
transformation of Y. lipolytica with the final vector, several
colonies were isolated onto YNB + ura plates and incubated
at 28 °C for 4 days. Several transformants were isolated on
YPD plates and incubated at 28 °C for 2 days to verify that no
mark of filamentation was detectable, and we verified their
cell morphology in optical microscopy. The deletion of MHY1
was verified by Sanger sequencing.

Growth media and culture conditions

The E. coli strains were grown at 37 °C in lysogeny broth
(LB) medium supplemented with either kanamycin sulfate
(50 μg mL−1) or ampicillin (100 μg mL−1). The Y. lipolytica
strains were grown at 28 °C in rich yeast extract–peptone–
dextrose medium (YPD) or minimal yeast nitrogen base
glucose medium (YNB), prepared as described below. The
YPD medium contained 10 g L−1 of yeast extract (Difco,
Paris, France), 10 g L−1 of peptone (Difco), and 10 g L−1 of
glucose (Sigma Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). The
YNB medium contained 1.7 g L−1 of yeast nitrogen base
without amino acids or ammonium sulfate (YNBww; Difco),
5.0 g L−1 of NH4Cl, and 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.8).
It was supplemented with either 10 g L−1 or 5 g L−1 of
glucose, respectively for transformant selection on plate and
droplet experiments. To meet the auxotrophic requirement,
lysine (0.8 g L−1) or uracil (0.1 g L−1) were added to the
culture medium when necessary. Solid media were created
by adding 1.5% agar. IgG production was induced by adding
2.5 g L−1 of erythritol.

Culture conditions to quantify IgG production by Y.
lipolytica. Up to 8 transformants of each yeast strain were
grown in 200 μL of YPD into 96-well plates and incubated
for 24 hours at 28 °C with shaking at 700 rpm (Multitron,
INFORS HT, Bottmingen, Switzerland). Five microliters of
these precultures were used for sowing 96-deep-well plates
filled with 500 μL per well of YPD complemented with 2.5
g L−1 of erythritol. These plates were incubated for 48
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hours in the same conditions. After cultivation, the plates
were centrifuged at 4000 g to pellet the cells, and
supernatants were filtered with 0.2 μm 96-well filter plates
and kept at 4 °C.

Quantification of antibodies by biolayer interferometry (BLI)

The BLI was performed with an Octet QK System (Sartorius,
NY, USA) and Protein A biosensors (Sartorius, #18-5012).
Ninety microliters of culture supernatant was mixed with 10
μL of HBS 10× into a half-area 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One,
Les Ulis, France, #675076). Column 11 of the plate was filled
with 100 μL per well of 10 mM glycine pH 1.5 for the
regeneration of the sensors. Column 12 of the plate was filled
with 100 μL per well of YDP for the neutralization of the
sensors. In parallel, a standard made of several
concentrations of purified antibodies (0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80,
100 μg mL−1) in YDP was prepared. The biosensors were
rehydrated with YPD for 10 minutes before the dosage. Each
sample was measured by BLI following the manufacturer's
instructions and its antibody concentration was calculated
based on the standard curve.

Quantification of antibodies by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

An ELISA 96-well plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #442404)
was coated overnight with 100 μL per well of solution A (16
mM Na2CO3 + 34 mM NaHCO3, pH 9.6) complemented with
2.5 μg mL−1 of anti-FC antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch
#109-005-098) and rinsed twice with 300 μL per well of
solution B (PBS 1× + 0.05% Tween20). The plate was
saturated for 1 hour with 200 μL per well of solution C (PBS
1× + 0.05% Tween20 + 1% BSA) before being rinsed twice
with 300 μL per well of solution B. Each sample was diluted
in solution C, and 100 μL of the diluted sample was placed
into a well of the plate (raw supernatants were diluted by
1000; purified supernatants were diluted by 10 000). In
parallel, a standard was prepared with a purified antibody
(IgG1-kappa) ranging from 2 mg L−1 to 0.5 ng L−1 (serial
dilution). The plate was incubated at room temperature for 1
hour before being rinsed 5 times with 300 μL per well of
solution B. 100 μL of peroxidase-labeled anti-kappa antibody
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, #A7164) diluted by 2000 in
solution C was added into each well. The plate was incubated
at room temperature for 1 hour before being rinsed 5 times
with 300 μL per well of solution B. 100 μL of TMB (peroxidase
substrate, Thermo Fischer Scientific, #34028) was added to
each well for 15 minutes, and the reaction was stopped with
100 μL of hydrochloric acid. The OD450nm was measured in
each well.

Quantification of antibody fragments by capillary
electrophoresis

JMY8652 was grown in 10 mL of YPD into a leaned glass tube
shaken at 160 rpm for 24 hours at 28 °C. This preculture was
used for sowing 2 L baffled Erlenmeyer flasks at an OD600nm

of 0.1 in 400 mL of YPD complemented with 2.5 g L−1 of
erythritol. The flask was incubated for 48 hours at 28 °C with
shaking at 100 rpm. After cultivation, the cultures were
centrifuged to pellet the cells and the supernatants were
filtered at 0.2 μm. Supernatant antibody fragments were
purified on an OPUS column (Repligen, MA, USA) filled with
0.5 mL of MabSelect PrismA (Cytiva, MA, USA). Concentrated
antibody fragments were eluted in 1 mL of acetate buffer pH
2.8 (acetate + sodium acetate in water) and desalted using a
MidiTrap G25 (Cytiva) to resuspend them in PBS 1×. The final
concentration of antibody fragments was estimated by
measuring the OD280nm and measured by ELISA. The quality
of produced antibodies was measured by capillary
electrophoresis using the LabChip GX Automated
Electrophoresis Systems (PerkinElmer, MA, USA) according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

Droplet microfluidic platform

The platform was based on the principle of fluorescence-
activated droplet sorting (FADS) proposed by Baret et al.43

The platform was divided into five parts: (I) fluidic system,
(II) excitation system, (III) microscope, (IV) sensor/calculator/
actuator system, and (V) supervisor system. (I) The fluidic
system enabled to control the flows inside the microfluidic
chip. It was based on syringe pumps (neMESYS Low Pressure,
Cetoni, Korbußen, Germany) and a pressure controller
(LineUP Flow EZ, Fluigent, Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, France). (II)
The excitation system was made with a four-laser box (405
nm, 488 nm, 561 nm, and 647 nm, Oxxius, Lannion, France)
which was coupled to an optical fiber and a Powell lens to
transform the laser dots into laser lines. (III) The RAAM
microscope (ASI, OR, USA) was equipped with a 40× objective
(ELWD 40XC O.N 0.6, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and an
optomechanical part: Semrock for the filter (IDEX Health &
Science, WA, USA) and Thorlabs (NJ, USA) for the mechanical
components. (IV) The optomechanical part enabled
connecting the optical fiber to bring the lasers to the
objective and irradiating the microfluidic chip's channel.
Similarly, it brought the fluorescent signal through different
filters to the PMTs (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Shizuoka,
Japan, #H10723). Fluorescent signals detected by the PMTs
were converted into a voltage proportional to the photon
flow. The analogic voltage signal emitted by the PMTs was
digitized and analyzed with the fast electronic chips USB-
7856R FPGA Kintex-7 160T (NI, TX, USA) and a 16 bits digital
analogic convertor (DAC) with a conversion time of 1 μs per
channel. Droplet detection was done by threshold crossing of
one designated PMT leader at 200 kHz (average of 5
acquisitions for noise reduction). While the PMT leader was
above the defined threshold, information about extreme
values and derivative sign changes was memorized. The
information was then interpreted when the PMT leader
passed under the threshold. When the user-defined
requirements were met for the droplet, a signal was
generated by the DAC and passed through the high voltage
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amplificator TREK 2220-CE (Advanced Energy, CO, USA) a
few microseconds after the droplet detection. This caused the
positive droplets to be deviated in the sorting channel by
dielectrophoresis. (V) The dedicated Labview human-machine
interface allowed controlling PMTs supply, visualizing PMTs
signals, displaying detected droplets data in 3D graphs, and
setting all requirements on droplet detection and sorting.

Microfluidic chips

The microfluidic chips were made with the standard process:
PDMS structures obtained by a casting on a SU-8 mold were
bounded on a glass slide.44 We used two kinds of
microfluidic chips. The first one was a droplet maker with
three entrances: two for the aqueous phases and one for the
HFE oil (Novec 7500, 3M, MN, USA) mixed with 2% of
surfactant (RAN Biotechnologies, MA, USA). One outlet
enabled collecting the emulsion in a dedicated tube. The
second microfluidic chip was made for droplet sorting. One
entrance was dedicated to the emulsion and another enabled
droplet spacing by oil injection. Two outlets allowed us to
separate sorted drops from discarded ones (waste channel).
Three other channels were made to build the electrodes by
melted indium injection. Both microfluidic chips were
manufactured with a channel thickness of 50 μm.

Droplet production, collection, and sorting

The first step consisted of aspirating aqueous phases into two
200 μL tips filled with HFE oil at 1500 μl h−1. The two tips were
then plugged in the PDMS chip. The droplet production was
made by pushing the aqueous phases at 400 μL h−1 and the oil
phase at 1200 μL h−1. It generated 30 pL droplets at 5000 Hz.
The emulsion was collected into a 1.5 mL tube filled with oil
and closed by a PDMS plug with two entrances: one bringing
the emulsion and another removing the oil. The sorting was
done by pushing the emulsion out of the collection tube at 100
μL h−1 and injecting oil at 300 mBar to space the drops,
resulting in a flow rate of approximately 500 drops per second.
When a drop of interest was detected, an electric field was
applied to sort it (300 V, 10 kHz, 150 μs).

In-droplet immunoassay

A bioassay solution containing 20 nM of Alexa647 anti-huFc
F(ab′)2 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, PA, USA, #309-606-008),
10 nM of proprietary His-tagged CD86, 12 nM of Alexa 488
anti-His IgG (Cell Signaling Technology, MA, USA, #14930S),
and 2.5 g L−1 of erythritol in YNB was centrifuged for 1 h at 4
°C/21 000 g to pellet fluorescent aggregates. Streptavidin-
coated magnetic nanoparticles (Ademtech, Pessac, France,
#3231) were incubated for 30 min in DPBS supplemented
with saturating concentrations of biotinylated anti-huKappa
VHH (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After washing with DPBS,
the nanoparticles were incubated for 20 minutes in Pluronic.
Finally, the nanoparticles were resuspended into the bioassay
solution. In parallel, overnight yeast cultures were rinsed
twice with DPBS, filtered at 5 μm to avoid yeasts aggregates,

and diluted to reach a cell density between 10 and 30 million
cells per milliliter, according to the targeted Poisson
distribution. The bioassay solution and the yeasts were co-
encapsulated as separated aqueous flows. Recorded data were
analyzed afterward using FlowJo software.

Statistics

Statistics were calculated with Prism software. When the aim
was to determine the mean value of biological replicates, the
Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) was indicated. When the
aim was to determine the variability of experimental
replicates, the Standard Deviation (SD) was indicated. An
unpaired t-test was used when comparing two independent
experimental conditions. Ordinary one-way ANOVA was used
when comparing an experimental control condition with
several treatments/mutations.

Results and discussion
Evaluating a set of signal peptides combinations for antibody
production

Regarding the production of complex molecules such as
antibodies, the secretion pathway is a significant bottleneck
that can lead to cell toxicity, protein aggregation when it is
overwhelmed, and ultimately no secretion. Aside from strain
secretion efficiency, protein secretability is strongly
dependent on the signal peptide (SP) that leads it through
the cell, and the SP's efficiency is itself dependent on the
following protein sequence. To find the best SPs for the
antibody heavy chain (HC) and light chain (LC), we have
designed a cloning strategy based on a Y. lipolytica's
integrative vector through which multiple antibody's variable
sequences and SPs can be tested in parallel. This vector
(GGE429; Fig. S1†) contains the constant sequences of the
human IgG1 heavy chain (CH) and the human kappa light
chain (CL), along with Golden Gate cloning sites for the
integration of the variable sequences of the light chain (VL)
and the heavy chain (VH), the two SPs, and the promoter
(pEYK). The final structure of the assembled plasmid is
presented in Fig. 1a. pEYK stands for the previously
described hybrid promoter pEYK450-5AB and was chosen
because it is erythritol-inducible and conducts bidirectional
transcription.45 These characteristics allow to control IgG
production initiation, improve the genetic stability of the IgG
expression cassette,46 and allow the co-expression of both the
HC and the LC. The use of a bidirectional promoter also
facilitates the transfer of the expression cassette from a yeast
secretory strain to a mammalian cell line while maintaining
the pairing of the antibody heavy and light chains.47

Moreover, pEYK exhibits a strength ratio of 1 : 3 between the
two transcriptional directions, which is known to be
beneficial for antibody production.48 We selected 13 SPs (Y.
lipolytica's SP1 to 10 as described by Celińska et al.;49 SSAF,
the S. cerevisiae's pre-pro SP of the mating pheromone alpha-
factor;50 SSLP, Y. lipolytica's pre-pro SP of the triacylglycerol
lipase LIP2;51 and SSAEP, Y. lipolytica's pre-pro SP of the
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alkaline extracellular protease XPR2 (ref. 52)) and performed
pooled assemblies to generate a theoretical set of 169 IgG
expression cassettes, each with a unique combination of SPs
along with the variable sequences of the anti-CD3 antibody
muromonab-CD3 (OKT3 (ref. 53)) (Fig. S1†). During secretion,
SPs were cleaved by the cellular machinery to release
unaltered IgGs in the medium. For further reference, the SPs
combinations are named by giving first the LC SP and then
the HC SP (e.g., SP1-SP2).

Up to four clones expressing each unique antibody
expression cassette were grown for two days with erythritol to
induce the production of OKT3. Then, supernatants' antibody
concentrations were measured by biolayer interferometry
(BLI) (Fig. S2†) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) (Fig. 1b).

The BLI method is based on the affinity between the
bacterial protein A and the fragment crystallizable region (Fc)
of several antibodies, such as the human IgG1. Thus, the BLI
provided information on the concentration of secreted Fc
fragments and unassembled HC in the supernatant, which
was helpful in combination with ELISA to determine the
quality of secreted IgGs. However, it did not give information
on antibodies' folding nor the presence of the LC. By
contrast, the ELISA method is based on a double binding of
both the HC and the LC. Thus, the ELISA provided us with
accurate information on secreted full-length antibodies and
half-antibodies concentrations. This dosage revealed that we
were able to produce up to 11 nM of OKT3 in yeast
supernatant with substantial variations depending on the SPs
combination used (Fig. 1b). Thirty-five combinations led to

Fig. 1 Construction of an antibody-secreting yeast optimized for in-droplet uses. (a) Antibody expression vector. pEYK is a bidirectional erythritol-
inducible promoter. L-SP and H-SP are the LC and HC SPs, respectively. t-XPR2 and t-LIP2 are transcriptional terminators. URA3 is the selection
marker gene. InsUp and InsDown are sequences directing the specific integration of the cassette inside Y. lipolytica's genome. AmpR is the
ampicillin resistance gene. Ori is the Escherichia coli origin of replication. The dotted arrow represents the antibody expression cassette. (b)
Supernatant antibody fragments concentrations reached with 132 IgG expression cassettes, according to ELISA measurements. Each box
corresponds to a strain expressing an antibody production cassette with a unique SPs combination. The values are the mean of measured
concentrations from up to four biological replicates. Crosses represent production cassettes that could not be constructed. (c) Composition of the
antibody fragments mixture in a yeast culture supernatant. The SPs combination SP4-SP1 was used to produce OKT3. Antibody fragments were
purified on Protein A resin, deglycosylated with PNGase, and read by capillary electrophoresis. The 40 kDa peak corresponds to PNGase. The 15
kDa peak is an experimental artifact. (d) Robustness of the twelve best SPs combinations across the production of six antibodies. Antibody
fragments concentrations were measured by ELISA. Each bar represents the mean ± SEM of the concentrations measured from the supernatant of
up to eight biological replicates. (e) Morphology of filamentous and non-filamentous Y. lipolytica yeast strains, optical microscopy (1400×). The
upper panel shows the wild-type strain (WT); the bottom panel shows the Δmhy1 strain, unable to form hyphae. (f) Effect of MHY1 deletion on
antibody secretion. The control strain is JMY9320 (OKT3_SP4-SP1); the Δmhy1 strain is JMY8652 (OKT3_SP4-SP1, Δmhy1). Antibody fragments
concentrations were measured by ELISA. Each dot represents the antibody fragments concentration measured from the supernatant of one
biological replicate. The mean ± SEM is shown; unpaired t-test, P value <0.0332 (*).
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almost no detectable IgG production, and only 20% led to a
concentration greater than 6.5 nM, which we consider a
threshold for in-droplet IgG and IgG-antigen binding
detections (Fig. S3†). Additionally, several SPs appeared less
efficient than others in producing IgGs, regardless of their
associated combination: IgG production was negatively
affected when SP2, SP7, and SP9 were used to secrete the LC
and when SP3 and SP8 were used to secrete the HC. We
assume this chain-dependent impact resulted from protein–
protein interactions preventing the cell machinery from
recognizing the SP. On the other hand, every SPs
combination containing SP10, SSAF, SSLP, or SSAEP led to
weak IgG secretion, regardless of their linked IgG chain.

BLI and ELISA measurements were mostly correlated (Fig.
S4†) but interestingly, the concentration measured by ELISA
was on average 24 times and up to hundreds of times lower
than the concentration measured by BLI, depending on the
SP combination used. It suggests that a large proportion of
HC and LC produced by the yeasts did not correctly assemble
into antibodies. For the 12 best SPs combinations (SP1-SP4,
SP1-SP6, SP3-SP1, SP3-SP4, SP3-SP6, SP4-SP1, SP4-SP7, SP5-
SP1, SP5-SP4, SP6-SP4, SP8-SP6, and SP6-SP6), the estimated
proportion of full-length IgGs in the antibody fragments
mixture was between 4.1% and 8.3%. This hypothesis was
validated by purifying the antibody fragments from the SP4-
SP1 supernatant and performing capillary electrophoresis
(Fig. 1c). Capillary electrophoresis results are difficult to
quantify, but we estimated that 4.9% of supernatants
antibody fragments were detectable in ELISA (at least one HC
and one LC), and only 1.3% were full IgGs.

Although the proportion of assembled IgGs in
supernatants was relatively weak, it demonstrated the first
full-length IgG secretion by Y. lipolytica.

Testing the robustness of SPs combinations for antibody
production

To select the best SPs combination for producing a large
variety of antibodies, we tested the robustness of the 12
combinations that have led to the highest OKT3 productions.
These SPs combinations were assembled into GGE429 with
the variable sequences of five other antibodies: three anti-
CD3, one anti-CD86, and one anti-TNP. Among the six tested
antibodies, the VL sequence variability was up to 51%, and
the VH variability was up to 45%. Up to eight clones
expressing each antibody expression cassette were cultivated
for two days with erythritol, and the antibody fragments
concentrations in the filtered supernatants were measured by
ELISA (Fig. 1d).

Interestingly, the concentrations of supernatant antibodies
were similar for each IgG across the different SPs
combinations, but we identified strong variations from one
IgG to another, ranging from an average of 0.3 nM for anti-
TNP to up to 35 nM for anti-CD3 Blinatumomab. Thus, for
the selected SP combinations, the IgG production efficiency
mainly depended on the IgG variable sequences and less on

the SPs. It suggests that each of these SPs combinations
could be used independently in the context of library
secretion. For further experiments, we kept the combination
SP4-SP1 for FUN-1 (anti-CD86) and OKT3 (anti-CD3), and
SP3-SP6 for the anti-TNP IgG because other combinations led
to a barely detectable concentration for this IgG. With these
SPs combinations, the three antibodies were produced at 1.1,
10.6, and 0.9 nM, respectively.

Optimizing Yarrowia lipolytica for antibody secretion in
droplets

Given the specific context of in-droplet secretion, we needed
to tune our yeast strain to allow its encapsulation and
maximize the concentration of secreted IgGs.

Y. lipolytica can form hyphae when exposed to various
stressful conditions, including high cell density. This feature
would have been a significant obstacle for single-cell
encapsulation and subsequent droplet integrity, with the risk
of drop-to-drop yeast contamination. Thus, we needed to
control and block this morphological form of our yeast strain
to achieve efficient encapsulation. We used CRISPR-Cas9 to
perform a deletion of MHY1 (YALI1_B28150g), the responsible
gene for Y. lipolytica's filamentous growth54 (Fig. 1e). In order
to assess the effect of MHY1 deletion on IgG secretion,
JMY9320 (OKT3_SP4-SP1) and JMY8652 (OKT3_SP4-SP1 Δmhy1)
strains were grown for two days with erythritol, and antibody
fragments concentrations in the filtered supernatants were
measured by ELISA (Fig. 1f). The deletion of MHY1 caused a
14.2% (± 5.8%) decrease in OKT3 supernatant concentration,
but the secretion efficiency remained higher than the
theoretical in-drop detection limit (i.e., 6.5 nM; Fig. S3†).

To increase the supernatant concentration of secreted
IgGs and decrease the number of unassembled IgG
fragments, we drew on previous studies29,55 to optimize the
yeast strain by over-expressing five molecular chaperones: the
Y. lipolytica's protein disulphide isomerase (ylPDI), the
human protein disulphide isomerase (huPDI), the Y.
lipolytica's endoplasmic reticulum (ER) oxidoreductin (ERO1),
the Y. lipolytica's binding immunoglobulin protein (BiP), and
the Y. lipolytica's nucleotide exchange factor SLS1. PDI and
ERO1 are ER-resident enzymes that catalyze disulfide bond
formation within proteins. BiP binds newly synthesized
proteins during ER translocation and maintains them in a
competent state for subsequent folding and oligomerization.
SLS1 is an ER-resident protein interacting with BiP for
protein translocation. We also tested the overexpression of
HAC1, a Y. lipolytica's transcriptional activator involved in
the unfolded protein response that activates the production
of ER chaperones such as PDI and BiP.56 The effect of these
optimizations on IgG secretion was assessed, and we
observed an increase in secreted IgGs concentrations by 7%
with ylPDI and 25% with huPDI (Fig. S5†). It constitutes the
first step for improving IgG secretion by Y. lipolytica.
However, due to experiment parallelization, this
improvement was not included in the following experiments.
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Additionally, the previously mentioned capillary
electrophoresis performed on the yeast supernatant revealed
that 80% of secreted LC and 84% of secreted HC were
glycosylated (Fig. S6†). Because of significant differences
between human and yeast glycosylations, which can be much
more ramified than human ones, we assumed that the Y.
lipolytica's glycosylations could be responsible for the weak
proportion of properly folded IgGs in the supernatant.
Moreover, the VH of OKT3 contains one free cysteine, which
could also have disturbed its folding. Thus, with the same
objective to increase the purity of secreted IgGs, we mutated
the sequence of OKT3 to remove both glycosylation sites and
the free cysteine. However, no significative improvement in
secreted IgGs concentration could be achieved (Fig. S7†).

Assessing Yarrowia lipolytica's secretion efficiency in
droplets

To evaluate the ability of Y. lipolytica to secrete IgGs in
picoliter droplets, we adapted the fluorescence-based in-
droplet single-cell bioassay developed by Eyer et al.21,40 to
encapsulate IgG-secreting yeasts and detect the secretion of
the anti-CD86 IgG FUN-1 (Fig. 2). The method developed by
Eyer et al. is based on the use of magnetic nanoparticles
capable of forming a bead line under the effect of a magnetic
field. The huge advantage of using these microline-forming
nanoparticles instead of microparticles or antigen-exposing

cells is that they eliminate the limitations of a double
Poisson distribution. Indeed, Poisson's law still applies when
encapsulating the nanoparticles, but each drop of the
emulsion ultimately contains a single bead line, which allows
estimating the amount of IgGs secreted in each drop as well
as their avidity. Our new immunoassay rests on magnetic
nanoparticles coated with anti-kappa heavy-chain antibodies
(VHH), whose function is to cluster secreted IgGs onto the
bead line. When IgGs are secreted in the drop, they are also
bound by Alexa647-fused anti-Fc F(ab′)2, which leads to
aggregation of red fluorescence on the bead line. If secreted
IgGs can bind to the antigen, here Alexa488-fused CD86,
green fluorescence is also aggregated on the bead line. Thus,
droplets containing binder IgGs can be sorted by reading
their internal fluorescence, and secretory yeasts can be
recovered for further antibody characterization.

To assess the efficacy of this method, we used a droplet-
maker microfluidic chip to generate picoliter drops
containing a single anti-CD86-secreting yeast (positive
control) or anti-TNP-secreting yeast (negative control). To
ensure single-cell encapsulations, yeasts were diluted in
accordance with the Poisson distribution (λ = 0.1; 10% of
yeast-containing drops). Drops were incubated overnight at
room temperature for yeasts to grow and produce IgGs. Then,
the drops were re-injected into a sorting microfluidic chip,
where they were scanned with overlaid laser lines, and their
internal fluorescence distribution was read using

Fig. 2 Antibody-secreting yeasts encapsulation and sorting in droplets. Into the generating microfluidic ship, two medium flows were merged:
one containing a dilution of IgG-secreting yeasts and one containing material for the immunoassay and erythritol to induce IgG production. The
resulting aqueous co-flow was cut by two hydrofluoroether (HFE) oil flows with surfactant to generate picodroplets at a rate approaching 5000
droplets per second. The drops were collected into hermetic tubes filled with oil and incubated overnight at room temperature. After the
incubation, three types of drops could be identified: (A) a yeast produced a binder IgG, and both red and green fluorescence were clustered on
the bead line; (B) a yeast produced a non-binder IgG, and only red fluorescence was clustered on the bead line; (C) a yeast produced no IgG, or
the drop contained no yeast. The drops were injected into a sorting chip and scanned by a laser to read internal fluorescence signals. Drops
containing binder IgGs were deflected by dielectrophoresis to recover the secreting yeasts. After overnight incubation, yeasts could be
encapsulated again for another enrichment cycle. We performed Sanger sequencing to determine the proportion of specific IgGs after sorting.
Further characterization methods potentially achievable after enrichment are indicated in italics.
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photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Furthermore, the fluorescence
distribution was also visualized by fluorescence microscopy.
As expected, drops containing anti-CD86-secreting yeasts
exhibited red and green fluorescence aggregation on the bead
line, while those containing anti-TNP-secreting yeasts had a
diffuse green fluorescence and only exhibited aggregation of
red fluorescence on the bead line (Fig. 3a; Video S1†). It
translates into either overlapping green and red peaks or one
red peak alone when reading the drops by laser scanning.
Interestingly, fluorescence intensities displayed by the bead
line were much higher than expected based on IgG
concentrations measured by ELISA in yeast supernatants. By
reading maximum red and green fluorescence intensities in
droplets containing various concentrations of purified IgGs,
we assessed that the smallest detectable IgG concentration
with our microfluidic platform was around 6.5 nM (Fig. S3†).

Measured fluorescence intensities in yeasts-containing drops,
together with their discriminability from empty drops,
revealed that in-drop yeasts-secreted IgGs concentrations
were equivalent to this threshold. It suggests a higher quality
of IgGs secreted at the single-cell scale than those secreted in
batch cultures, potentially due to less cell stress.

In the context of antibody library screening, most of the
secreting cells must be able to secrete IgGs at a detectable
scale. Thus, we wanted to determine the proportion of
encapsulated yeasts that secreted IgGs. To this end, the
antibody-secreting strains were transformed with a yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP) expression cassette, which acted as
a cell tracer to discriminate between empty drops and
encapsulated yeasts (Fig. 3b). It pointed out a decrease in size
from yeast-containing droplets during overnight incubation
(Fig. 3c and S8†). Although unexpected, this phenomenon

Fig. 3 Yeast IgG secretion efficiency in picoliter reactors. (a) Detection of secreted IgGs from encapsulated yeasts. Left panels are schematic
representations of the in-drop bioassay; middle panels are droplet pictures containing a bead line and possibly yeasts after overnight incubation
(fluorescence microscopy); right panels are in-drop fluorescent signals read by laser scanning in a microfluidic sorting chip. (A) The drop contains
yeasts that produce binder IgGs. (B) The drop contains yeasts that produce non-binder IgGs. (C) The drop contains no yeast. (b) Discrimination
between yeast-containing and empty drops using heterologous fluorescence production as a cell tracer. Dot plot, each dot represents the signal
from one read drop. The arrow points empty drops out. (c) Effect of yeast growth on droplet size. Heterologous fluorescence production was used
to identify yeast-containing drops, and their average size was compared to that of empty drops. The mean ± SD of 10 experimental replicates is
presented; unpaired t-test, P value <0.0001 (****). (d) IgG secretion efficiency of encapsulated yeasts. The droplet maximum red fluorescence
intensity, linked to in-drop IgG concentration, was compared between empty drops, drops containing non-secreting yeasts, and drops containing
IgG-secreting yeasts. (e) Discrimination between binder IgG-secreting yeasts and non-binder IgG-secreting yeasts. The droplet maximum green
fluorescence intensity, linked to antigen binding from secreted IgGs, was compared between empty drops, drops containing non-binder IgG-
secreting yeasts, and drops containing binder IgG-secreting yeasts.
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was described by Hofmann et al. as a result of an osmotic
pressure decrease in yeast-containing drops, leading to water
transfer from them to empty drops.57 We also hypothesize
that it could result from increased drop density while the
medium is converted into cells. This fortunate discovery
provided a way to isolate yeast-containing drops from empty
ones without needing an extra cell tracer, thus releasing one
fluorescence channel for additional usage.

Then, maximum red fluorescence in drops containing
IgG-secreting yeasts was compared to that in empty drops
and drops containing non-secreting yeasts. In doing so, we
demonstrated that both the anti-TNP and the anti-CD86
strains could secrete detectable IgGs with 99% efficacy,
revealing the remarkable survival of encapsulated yeasts
(Fig. 3d). Importantly, this tremendous efficacy was only

observed when the emulsion was incubated into a large
volume of HFE oil (Fig. S9†), which acted as an essential
oxygen supply for the yeasts.

Furthermore, to test the ability of the method to
discriminate between binder and non-binder IgGs, we
compared the maximum green fluorescence of droplets
containing the anti-TNP and anti-CD86 yeasts. By setting the
proper threshold of green fluorescence, we were able to
isolate 86.5% of anti-CD86 drops, with very few false positives
coming from anti-TNP drops (0.2%) (Fig. 3e). When manually
examining the droplets' fluorescence profiles, we realized
that green peaks were present in positive drops harboring a
weak green fluorescence signal. However, the maximum
green fluorescence reached by these little peaks was
sometimes lower than the green fluorescence background in

Fig. 4 Preparation and implementation of rare yeasts isolation from a mixture of IgG-secreting yeasts. (a) Proportion of drops containing red or
green fluorescence peaks among various populations: empty drops (black), drops containing non-binder IgG-secreting yeasts (green), and drops
containing binder IgG-secreting yeasts (blue). (b) Recovery tests of encapsulated yeasts after drop sorting. Drops containing one YFP-producing
yeast were incubated overnight for the yeast to grow, and various amounts of drops were sorted and spread on YPD-agarose plates. Recovered
colonies were counted. Simple linear regression is shown with 95% confidence bands. (c) Representation of the two-round selection procedure
and its potential integration into the antibody discovery process. The dot plots show the drops harboring a red and green fluorescence peak
colocation (detected as positive; blue) and the drops harboring no peak colocation (detected as negative; green) at each reading/sorting round.
The average proportion of binder IgG-secreting yeasts after each sorting is displayed. The third reading round allows to know the number of
positive yeasts after the second sorting but is unnecessary in the antibody discovery process. Further characterization methods potentially
achievable after enrichment are indicated in italics. (d) Enrichment of binder IgG-secreting yeasts from 1 : 10000 mixtures after two selection
cycles. The proportion of anti-CD86-secreting yeasts in the sorted population was measured by laser scanning and confirmed by Sanger
sequencing. The mean ± SD of 5 experimental replicates is presented.
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negative drops. This phenomenon is noticeable in the dot
plots of Fig. 4c. Thus, the discrimination between anti-TNP
and anti-CD86 yeasts has been further improved by replacing
the maximum fluorescence reading with a real-time detection
of fluorescence peaks inside the drops. Then, to minimize
the number of false positive events coming from the
detection of false peaks by the algorithm, drops were sorted
when harboring a colocation of a read peak and a green peak.
Through the use of fluorescence peak detection, we managed
to increase the detection of positive events while preserving
the sorting specificity (Fig. 4a and S10†). Thereby, we
demonstrated the ability of encapsulated Y. lipolytica to
secrete full-length IgGs, and we validated the efficacy of the
new in-drop bioassay to identify a large proportion of binder
IgG-secreting yeasts with few false positive contaminations.

Sorting and recovering binder antibodies in a 1 : 10 000
dilution

One assumed benefit of using yeasts instead of mammalian
cells was their high robustness, which should have allowed
the efficient and rapid recovery of ready-to-secrete cells after
the screening process. To confirm this assumption, we sorted
yeast-containing drops and evaluated the recoverability of
sorted yeasts by spreading the emulsion on YPD-agarose
plates and counting the number of colonies after overnight
incubation. By sorting drops containing only one yeast each
(after 1 hour drop incubation), we demonstrated that we
could recover up to 100% of sorted yeasts, provided that at
least a hundred drops were sorted (Fig. S11†). More
interestingly, when sorting drops containing several yeasts
(after overnight drop incubation), we recovered many more
colonies on the plates, indicating droplet breaking and yeasts
release during the spreading (Fig. 4b). It allowed the sorting
of very few drops (at least 30), representing around one
nanoliter of emulsion. This result demonstrated the ability of
our process to isolate and recover very rare elements from a
potential library.

Once the immunoassay efficiency, in-drop antibody
secretion, and yeast recovery from sorted drops were
validated, we mimicked an antibody library screening by
mixing anti-CD86 and anti-TNP yeasts at a 1 : 10 000 ratio
(Fig. 4c). This mix was encapsulated into picoliter droplets at
λ = 0.5 to maximize the proportion of yeast-containing drops
(≃40%), thus reducing the time needed to sort enough
positive drops. After overnight incubation, drops were read at
500 Hz, and those showing colocation of green and red
fluorescence peaks were sorted (average of 1.6 positive events
per minute) and poured into 10 mL of YPD. After a second
overnight incubation, the sorted yeasts were encapsulated for
a second sorting round at λ = 0.1 to minimize co-
encapsulation of anti-TNP and anti-CD86 yeasts into the
same drops. On the next day, drops with peak colocation
were sorted and poured into 10 mL of YPD to recover the
yeasts. Finally, after a last overnight incubation, yeasts were
encapsulated again to evaluate the final anti-CD86 yeasts

abundance in the cell mixture. The microfluidic
measurements of anti-TNP and anti-CD86 yeasts abundance
after the first and the second sortings were confirmed by
Sanger sequencing the IgG expression cassette of hundreds
of yeasts isolated from the mixture. With this two-round
selection procedure, we were able to enrich the yeast
population that secreted antigen-specific IgGs by an average
of 7200-fold within four days. From a 1 : 10 000 dilution of
anti-CD86 yeasts, we brought them to 2.8% (± 1.5%) after the
first sorting and 72.1% (± 6.7%) after a second enrichment
(Fig. 4d).

General discussion

In this study, we faced three major challenges: to develop a
yeast strain capable of secreting full-length IgGs; to validate
this secretion at the single-cell scale in picoliter reactors; and
to detect and discriminate the secreted IgGs with high
sensitivity. Over the last decade, very few examples of full-
length IgG-secreting yeasts have been described. For this
reason, we turned to the non-conventional yeast specie Y.
lipolytica. This yeast has shown a good ability to secrete
complex proteins, and a first proof of concept has
demonstrated its compatibility with droplet microfluidics.33

Knowing that it would be challenging to successfully
secrete proteins as complex as IgGs, we screened 132 IgG
expression cassettes with unique SPs combinations. This
screening resulted in 80% of unusable IgG expression
cassettes, demonstrating the relevance of this extensive SP
screening strategy. Thus, we have demonstrated the first use
of the yeast Y. lipolytica for the secretion of full-length human
IgGs. Following these encouraging results, we have tested the
robustness of the 12 best SPs combinations through the
secretion of several IgGs and demonstrated that secretion
efficiency depended more on the IgG sequence than on the
SPs combination. It suggests that our secretion system would
remain efficient for the secretion of most other IgGs with no
need to find a suitable SPs combination again, which is
essential from the perspective of antibody library screening.
Regarding the promoter, the ability to induce IgG production
with erythritol avoided IgG contamination of the medium
prior to encapsulation into droplets, as seen in analogous
studies.34,35 Additionally, we deleted the gene MHY1,
responsible for Y. lipolytica's filamentous growth, to optimize
the strain for encapsulation into picoliter droplets, avoid
drop-to-drop yeast contamination (as seen previously33), and
improve sorted yeasts recovery. Although Y. lipolytica could
secrete IgGs, most HC and LC remained unassembled into
the supernatant. To solve this issue, we made Y. lipolytica
express several chaperones and removed glycosylation sites
from secreted antibody sequences, but none of these
attempts significantly increased supernatant IgG
concentration. Nevertheless, the 25% increase in IgG
concentration obtained by overexpressing huPDI is a first
step towards the optimization of Y. lipolytica for IgG secretion
at high concentration levels. Since Y. lipolytica is known to
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secrete various proteases, we believe that deleting some of
them would be an efficient approach to further improve
secreted IgGs concentration.

Droplet microfluidics is a powerful technology able to
maintain the genotype–phenotype linkage for secretory
applications without sacrificing the number of parallelized
experiments. Besides, the miniaturization of single-cell
experiments allows high-throughput screening of secreted
libraries and drastically reduces the need for reagent volume.
Herein, we demonstrated the ability of yeasts to grow and
secrete full-length IgGs in picoliter reactors. Despite the low
IgG concentrations produced by yeasts compared to
mammalian cells, we have shown that yeast-secreted IgGs were
highly detectable and distinguishable by our in-drop
immunoassay. This statement was even true for the anti-CD86
and anti-TNP IgGs, which were the least secreted ones in our
tests. Although we were successful in producing IgGs, the issue
of nutrient and oxygen availability and metabolic waste
accumulation is generally critical in a closed picoliter reactor.
We quickly found that nutrients and waste were not a problem
for Y. lipolytica's growth in picoreactors, but, as expected,58

oxygenation was a limitation in several experiments.
Fortunately, one of the characteristics of fluorinated oil is that
oxygen is highly soluble in it.59,60 Thus, by increasing the
volume of fluorinated oil in the emulsion manifold, we directly
increased the oxygen supply available to the yeast and allowed
good IgG production. This approach should be transferable to
reduce cell stress and increase cell productivity in any other
experiment involving encapsulated yeasts.33,61

There are several advantages of having successfully
produced IgGs in closed picoreactors. First, it is a one-step
bioassay, which does not require washing or reagents
addition during the process. Secondly, having picoreactors in
emulsion form instead of agarose beads prevents
contamination of antibodies from drop to drop (with the
fluorinated oil and surfactant acting as a hydrophobic
barrier60), allows rapid monodisperse encapsulations, and
ensure low agglomeration and high transparency of reactors.
These are significant improvements over previous agarose
bead-based studies.34,35 Moreover, yeasts' ability to survive,
divide and produce in picoreactors is a major asset for the
screening process. Indeed, these abilities allowed yeast
recovery from very few sorted droplets (equivalent to less
than one nanoliter of emulsion), which means that our
sorting platform is capable of isolating rare events.
Furthermore, the great survival of yeasts after the sorting
process and their ability to grow rapidly allowed us to reuse
them in further screenings. It is therefore possible to run a
series of enrichment cycles very quickly, or even to screen
antibodies according to other criteria. This is a major
improvement over display technologies or single B-cell
screening, which require subcloning of antibody sequences
to reformat them or modify the secretory host.

Another success of this study comes from our fast
numerical analysis of the droplets' fluorescent signal. We
have shown that basic signal analysis based on maximum

intensities induces both false positives (low specificity) and
false negatives (low diversity coverage). Previous studies have
successfully enriched specific antibodies using a strict sorting
threshold to increase the specificity of their method at the
expense of the diversity coverage.34,35 This makes those
platforms incompatible with antibody library screening under
realistic conditions. Using an elementary algorithm based on
a derivative calculation to detect fluorescence peaks and map
the internal fluorescence of the drops, we increased our
signal-to-noise ratio and thus increased the diversity coverage
without decreasing its specificity. With this strategy, we
demonstrated for the first time the ability of an IgGs
screening platform to enrich target-specific antibodies by
7200-fold while capturing nearly 90% of positive events.

Conclusions

We have developed a new pipeline for the high-throughput
screening of antibodies which combines the benefits of yeast
surface display (easily editable and handleable yeasts and big
antibody libraries) and mammalian cells libraries (secreted
full-length IgGs). Yeast survivability and fast growth
permitted successive sorting rounds to enrich the yeast
population that secreted antigen-specific IgGs. Thus, we
could use a permissive λ = 0.5 (≃40% occupancy) for the first
round to increase sorting speed and, by extension, the
maximum number of interrogated drops, and a stringent λ =
0.1 (≃10% occupancy, clonal distribution) for the second
round to clean the sorted population from false positives.
During a screening step, the microfluidic platform was able
to read 1.8 million drops per hour (500 Hz), corresponding to
720k yeasts per hour (at λ = 0.5) and 3.6 million yeasts per
run (5 hours of sorting). Thus, this new pipeline offers the
potential to screen several million candidates within a few
days with more reliability and reproducibility than previously
described methods. Additionally, the antibody-secreting cells
obtained after the enrichment can be used directly to
produce IgGs for further functional assays without needing
an antibody reformatting step. This pipeline is suitable for
screening antibody libraries in a variety of contexts, such as
primary screening of synthetic libraries, affinity maturation,
and identification of multi-specific or cross-reactive
antibodies. In the near future, it could also be used to screen
immune libraries by pre-formatting with in-drop overlap
extension PCR,62,63 or for primary screening based on a
soluble agonistic functional assay. Furthermore, some could
adapt it for high-throughput screening of any yeast strain
and any protein whose secretion is necessary for its function,
making it a universal platform for protein and strain
selection in directed evolution.
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